Evolution Revolution

Humanity is at a crossroads. With her head in the sand, she hopes rather than prepares. Leaders who see this vulnerability are playing into the hands of those with evil
intent. It is a dangerous predicament for all concerned.
MUFON is to be congratulated for systematic efforts to capture and contain evidence of
planetary evolution. In the past 60+ years, Humanity has been witness to a rapid increase in change. From cave drawings to mass witnesses, from solitary experience to
global experience, the rapid increase of sightings and experiences is kept secret only by
an equally determined ruling power intent upon containment. What is that power? It is
not purely human.
Human desire to deny facts is creating confusion and procrastination. The facts are presented, but rarely, if ever, move to prime time. Out of sight, and of the mindset, of the
“ordinary” person, it develops and grows with little interference. MUFON and other likeminded organizations are the only interference they need fear. Even governments have
been co-opted to participate by keeping leaders in the dark, so to speak. So, with governmental leaders in position who can neither confirm nor deny what is happening out of
sight, and with cooperation of some who wield power behind the throne, the charade
continues with little disruption.
That is all about to change. The disclosure you desire will effect revolution. It will challenge existing relationships and institutions. Those who provide solace, such as your
religious institutions, will not be able to contain the mistrust that will arise. Educational
institutions that are viewed as having Humanityʼs answers and opportunities, will appear
naked in the light of the undeniable revelation of extraterrestrial beings and intervention.
What was once considered a chance to be “saved” by the extraterrestrials scouting the
planet, will be seen for what it really is--the establishment of a new home for extraterrestrials.
They will not come seeking peace; they come seeking a new home. They have worked
in a variety of ways to increase your technological understanding, stop your pollution,
and adapt to your conditions. They have succeeded. They have infiltrated governments,
and created distractions to remain undetected. It is a covert operation being conducted
in plain sight. They also destroy careers and lives of those who “come too close”, as you
say.
MUFONʼs next steps, and the steps of other similar organizations, must be to develop a
plan to deal with the aftermath of disclosure. There are consequences of not disclosing,
and of disclosing! Either will bring great chaos if your people do not prepare.
Leadership must emerge from those more aware, accepting, and understanding of both
the Human and the Extraterrestrial conditions. You cannot stop them through extermination as your movies suggest. You must stop them by increasing Human energy that re-

pels all that is unlike it. At the same time as your religions are changing in popularity,
your spiritual organizations are increasing. Leadership has already been provided to
some who teach how to increase and balance the human energy field which cannot be
penetrated by unlike energy. You can evidence this by the increase in energy medicine,
enlightened Teachers, and heightened sensitivity to all forms of communication.
Telepathy will be the essential tool for knowing intent of all others who may or may not
appear human. Evolution no longer requires physical intercourse, and out of sight there
have been many ways the Others have employed Human DNA.
It is too late to turn backward. You cannot deny what is already known. It is time to move
beyond proving that Extraterrestrials exist and are interacting with your planet in a variety of ways. It is now time to prepare Humanity for that reality by preparing how you will
interact with the Others while maintaining Human freedom.
Human freedom is at stake. Humans are divided over unimportant differences including
race, culture and religion. Even your genders fight for power. It is time to put away concerns over differences and unify as one Human race. Human freedom depends on it!
We are the “Teachers of Love”, high spiritual Teachers, who are guiding Humanity
through this fateful period in Human evolution. Meditate to increase your human energy
field. Be cautious of anyone you meet. Notice what your instincts are telling you. Your
instincts have developed to help you survive since Humanityʼs beginning. Social lies
and acting have caused Humans to forget to rely upon them. It is now time to re-engage
your instincts, increase your human energy fields, practice telepathy, and unite across
Human differences.
Human freedom must be defended by being awake and aware. Humanity is sleeping
While it sleeps, it denies reality. Only by waking, facing, and preparing can Humanity
continue to flourish! Take heed before it is too late.

